2017 Camp Evaluation-Camper Outcomes

Participant Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humboldt</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marin</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendocino</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napa 1</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napa 2</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoma 1</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoma 2</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutter/Yuba</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1173</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

59.7% of the sample was female; 74.7% were campers (versus teen staff). 65% were in a club back home; 81.6% plan to return next year, 3.6% said no, and 14.8% weren’t sure. The average age was 12.58 years (range was 7 to 19 years) and the average number of years attending camp was 2.93 (range was 1 to 18 years).

Outcomes

We asked a total of 28 questions about 5 outcomes:

1. Affinity for Nature
2. Independence
3. Friendship Skills
4. Self-Efficacy
5. Emotional Safety

Rather than analyze the 28 items individually, we tested to see if they "hang together" as a scale. They all should, as the first 3 are scales from ACA. Items included in the fourth scale were taken from the 4-H Social-Emotional Common Measures. The final scale was adapted from items piloted in other youth development programs. First, we got the reliability of the scales. Ideally, scales will have an alpha reliability of .70 or higher. All scales look great.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, we ran a test to see if all the items made 1 factor for their scale. For example, the independence scale has 3 items (of the 6 total) that ask about “help from adults”—do these 3 items hang together on 1 “factor” and the other 3 items make another “factor”? All tests showed that each set of items made up 1 factor, so we will make a scale for each set of items to analyze.
Mean Scores
Below are the mean scores of each scale, also divided up by whether the participant was a Camper or Teen Staff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Camper</th>
<th>Teen Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We tested for differences in scores between Campers and Teen Staff, and found that Teen Staff scores were significantly higher than Campers on all 5 outcomes: Nature, Independence, Friendship, Self-Efficacy, and Emotional Safety.

Note: For Affinity for Nature, Independence, and Friendship Skills, the scale is 1= Decreased, 2= Did not Increase or Decrease, 3= Increased a Little Bit, 4= Increased Some, I am Sure, and 5= Increased A lot, I am Sure. For Self-Efficacy, the scale is 1= Not True at All, 2=A Little True, 3=Somewhat True, 4=Usually True, 5=Very True. For Emotional Safety, the scale is 1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4=Agree, 5=Strongly Agree.
Rating of Camp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Camper</th>
<th>Teen Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean rating of camp</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>8.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a significant difference in the rating of camp between Campers and Teen Staff.

Previously it has been found that youth who rated camp higher had higher scores on the outcome scales. We tested this again, for the whole group and by whether the participant was a Camper or Teen Staff. We used correlations to test the relationship between rating of camp and the outcomes; low correlations (low relationship between the variables) is 0-.30, a moderate relationship is .31 to .59, and a high relationship is .60 to 1.0. The correlations are the table below; for example, the relationship between the rating of camper and the Nature scale for the overall sample is .47. There were no significant differences between the Camper and Teen correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Camper</th>
<th>Teen Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td>.38***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.30***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>.23***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.25***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>.54***</td>
<td>.52***</td>
<td>.59***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p<.05; ***p<.001.
Camp Differences
*MMeans for each county will be reported in the county-specific reports provided at the end of September.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating of Camp (range=1-10)</td>
<td>Napa 1 (M=8.96) &gt; Humboldt (M=7.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Napa 2 (M=9.13) &gt; LA (M=8.53), Sonoma 1 (M=8.48), Sacramento (M=8.46), and Humboldt (M=7.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sutter Yuba (M=8.98) &gt; Humboldt (M=7.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marin (M=8.81) &gt; Humboldt (M=7.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature (range=1-5)</td>
<td>Napa 1 (M=3.87) &gt; Santa Clara (M=3.44) and Humboldt (M=3.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LA (M=3.77) &gt; Humboldt (M=3.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Napa 2 (M=3.82) &gt; Humboldt (M=3.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marin (M=3.75) &gt; Humboldt (M=3.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence (range=1-5)</td>
<td>No differences by camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship (range=1-5)</td>
<td>LA (M=3.96) &gt; Napa 2 (M=3.58), Mendocino (M=3.38), Sonoma 1 (M=3.53), Sonoma 2 (M=3.43), and Humboldt (M=3.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy (range=1-5)</td>
<td>No differences by camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Napa 1 (M=4.40) &gt; Mendocino (M=3.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Napa 2 (M=4.40) &gt; Mendocino (M=3.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender Differences
We tested to see if there were any gender differences in the outcomes. There were no significant differences.
What was the best part about camp?

- The best part of the camp was getting to know the staffers and counselors when there weren't campers. It helped me connect with them and feel very a part of everything.
- Interacting with friends
- Bonding with my fellow top staff.
- The moments where all of us forget the stress and bond
- All of it
- The kids who were respectful
- Bring together and doing fun activities
- Getting to know the campers.
- Carnival
- Friends.
- Gaga ball and night hike.
- Making new friends.
- Short courses
- Music no matter if its the radio or us singing.
- The best part of camp was watching top staff do naked chef.
- The night hike.
- The best part of camp was how the top staff made everything fun and how involved they were.
- Dances, food, sleep, making new friends
- Trying relack
- All the fun activities
- The short course outdoor cooking.
- Lunches and free time.
- The best part was the night hike, meal times, and outdoor cooking.
- Getting to know the campers and learning more about myself.
- Bonding with campers.
- Just being in charge of important things having responsibility and helping the campers have a great time.
- Everything.
- Hiking.
- Night hike, morning hike, entertainment night.
- Going on the night hike.
- Everything except the bug bites.
- Artry
- Having fun.
- The night hike.
- Hanging out with my friends/campers.
- Banana slugs on our noses and making friends.
- The people.
- I don't know
- Hanging out with my friends.
- Everybody loves each other
- Getting to meet new friends and having fun!!
- The fun themes of the week.
- Archery, entertainment and hiking.
- Eating
- Night hike.
- Night hike.
- Outdoor cooking was the best.
- Eating
- Sleeping
- Being with my friends on the night hike
- My friends.
- Participating in events with one another.
- Watching campers make so many new friends and have so much fun together.
- The shortcourse: Outdoor Cooking
- Having fun.
- The best part of camp was the food, the short courses and the activities like night hike etc.
- Night time activities.
- Eating!
- The food.
- Meeting all the campers.
- Making new friends.
- Swimming.
- Entertainment night.
- Having a bunch of fun with friends without adults interfering, night hike, independence from adults and needing to make your own decisions
- The skits/songs (and survivor).
- Singing and having fun.
- Doing skits and song with my tribe and hanging out with them.
- Thursday
- Hanging out and playing games with campers
- Play bow and arrows, swimming, cornhole and go-ball.
- Hiking.
- Night hike.
- Playing cards with my friends at free time, and always smiling and yelling with my tribe.
- Archery.
- Everything.
- Laughing at the funny songs and some of the activities.
- Cooking outdoors and swimming.
- Short courses.
- The best part about camps is all of the events we do.
- The best part of camp is free time and fun stuff like the theme dance.
- The theme dance and carnival.
- Everything!
- The dance on Thursday!
- Hanging with my tribe, sleeping and short courses.
- Entertainment night.
- All of it.
- The dances!
- Archery for sure
- The best part of camp is spending time with my friends and with my tribe.
- Entertainment night.
- Everything.
- Free time and indoor cooking were the best part.
- Making new friends and how no one cares how crazy you are.
- The night hike!
- Top staff and outdoor cooking.
- Getting 2 bee stings on the same foot and making fire.
- Bunk time and free time
- Playing with my friends.
- Dances
- Dances are awesome.
- Spending time outdoors and with friends making new friends and enjoying my friends and camp
- Watching Joey do Pink Panther
- Food
- Food
- Making new friends.
- Theme dance
- The best part was coming to camp.
- Hanging out with the staffers.
- When the staffers blasted music and danced on the tables
- Going swimming and hanging out with friends.
- PJ dance
- Meeting new people.
- Making under water baskets.
- The teeter-totter is fun in the forest.
- Having fun all the time.
- Being with all my friends and meeting new people. Sleeping next to my friends and sleeping under the stars.
- Snack shack.
- Catching a crow dead
- Sending people around the water tank.
- A lot of parts, including being with friends!
- Thursday theme everything.
- The best part was getting to know my tribe leader and hanging out with new friends.
- Night hike.
- Gaga ball, creekwalking, and bunks
- Free time.
- Family feel
- Playing with my friends was my favorite time.
- The PJ dance party.
- Playing gaga ball with the campers.
- Top staff.
- Going to the staff party!
- The people
- Meeting new friends
- When my friend got Abbie Gabbie.
- Getting to meet the girls in my cabin.
- Widdling
- The food.
- Being the "Spray Monster"
- Bubble soccer.
- Getting to know people that previously ignored me.
- Having the ability to take initiative.
- Everything!
- The best part is after lunch
- Being away from home.
- It was when I got to find new friends.
- Meeting and hanging out with my new best friend Emma.
- Hanging out with my friends.
- Nothing
- Making new friends.
- Probably, my counselor. She made everything available to me and listened when I talked. She was the best.
- Hanging out with everybody and bonding in general.
- The dance
- Dance! - Old kid music
- Everything
- Cuddle canxin
- Campfire
- All of it.
- The dance
- Camp fire
- Skits
- Volleyball
- The dance
- Everything
- Cooking
- Being with friends
- Campfire.
- The best part of camp is making things in the arts and crafts
- The food
- Idk
- Free time
- Campfire
- Making mini uga bugs
- Friends, my family and hanging out with my staff team
- The dance!
- My friends and my family
- Everything
- The dance
- Racing my wooden car.
- Art
- The people
- Math
- Staff night
- Campfire
- Campfire
- The campfire
- Campfire
- All the homies
- Everything
- Campfire and hanging with friends.
- The dance
- Campfire
- The dance
- Can't make up my mind
- Cuddle Canyon
- Dance.
- The best part of camp was Arts and Crafts
- The dance, archery, and certain parts of rec
- Hanging out with all my friends.
- Sleep
- All
- Camp fire most definitely
- Cuddle Canyon
- Being in camp fire
- Teagle
- The dance
- Being with my friends and giving hi-fives.
- Everything
- The whole thing
- Campfire
- All of it
- Food
- Volleyball
- Volleyball
- Having fun with table games
- Dance
- Ethan's music
- Winning a fooseball tournament.
- Volleyball
- Campfires
- Staying up late playing cards and talking with friends.
- People
- When I made new friends
- Dane and volleyball
- The dance was really fun.
- The dance
- Wooworking and the dance
- All of it
- Everything
- Craft shack
- Cabin fun
- Everything especially clovers
- The dance
- Singing
- All
- Having fun with friends.
- Activities
- Campfire
- Arts and crafts was a lot of fun and there was always something to do or learn.
- Campfire
- Campfire
- The dance
- Skits
- Shooting sports and volleyball
- Campfire
- Food
- The dance.
- Youth director and campfire
- The dance
- All of the fun activities
– Archery
– All of it
– Meeting new people
– Dance and food
– The shooting sports
– Campfire
– Dance
– Connecting with all the campers at workshops
– Learning new things about the campers
– Being a director
– The whole thing
– Food
– Getting closer to friends
– My favorite part is making tie-dye and lanyards
– Food and the social
– Being apart of campfire and seeing how much the campers loved watching them.
– The dance
– The best part of camp was getting to know my friends better and just having a super fun time
– Friends
– The various activities.
– The best part of camp was getting to know new people well in the span of a week.
– The friends.
– Being able to participate in skits at campfire
– Campfire skits, archery
– Meeting campers.
– Campfire
– Definitely campfires!
– The food.
– Campfire, tie-dye, hiking
– Workshops
– When I met Rusty
– Games
– Archery
– Archery
– Campfire
– Campfire
– All session A and B everyday (morning sessions)
– The lanyard
– activities
– all the skills it taught me
– Having fun
– taking care of the kids
– everything
- archery
- campfire
- campfire
- campfire
- i don't know
- archery was best
- campfire
- archery
- everything
- campfire
- campfire
- don't know
- don't care
- counsler hour/ archer
- the people and events
- helping to take care of the campers
- the food
- other CIT's were so fun/ counslers hour
- food
- CIT
- spending time with my friends
- friends
- hanging out with friends
- everythin
- the best thing about camp was making life long friends
- the best part of camp was getting to know new people
- free time
- was eating and hanging out with friends
- water balloon fight
- free time
- hiking to the inspiration point
- falling asleep
- free time because i can hangout with friends in different teams
- sleeping, eating, and playing
- the amazing people
- free time! (and the food)
- spending time with kids
- doing arts and crafts
- my abbey and Gabby to my girlfriend
- water fights during free time
- all the people that made everything great
- seeing childhood friends
- making new friends
- the talent show
- going to heart rock
- the people
- campers learning from their mistakes and began increasing their behavior throughout the week
- seeing new and old friends
- making friends
- asking my friend to the dance
- having friends
- Brandon
- spending time with the camp community and feeling involved
- rock wall
- being with my friends
- being independent
- dodgeball and fodo
- meeting someone with the same interest as me
- hanging out with my best friends
- archery
- going on hikes
- every moment of camp
- the people
- having fun
- meeting friends everywhere
- my best part aw that you have free time
- making new friends and learning about them. I feel I became more independent in my time here
- having fun
- the people
- my friends
- night hike
- making the SS squad with my friends
- the food and games
- having lots of fun with my friends
- the free time
- i got to go to my last dance
- food
- a girl saying yes to go to the dance with me
- 2016 seler
- " "
- the people
- getting wet and having the best friends and cabin leader.
- Getting closer with people I originally didn't know so well
- freeplay
- The food and the Activities!
- The best part of camp was free time
- The best part of camp for me was either the ABBY and GABBY show or making new friends
- being a staff member
- The food
- taking showers, eating, sleeping, night hike
- Growing up with 4-H camp; it has been a big part of my childhood.
- Being with my best friends
- The rock wall
- learnin new thing
- Zorb soccer
- Camper's choise
- The people that I got to spend time with.
- THE FOOD
- Enjoying fun times with my friends.
- free time
- Making new friends
- hiking to heart rock with my friends
- hiking
- meeting new people
- Being able to have fun and experience things I usually don't at home.
- free time
- doing arts and crafts
- night hike
- The songs
- EVERYTHING!!
- Friends/free time
- Being there for the kids
- night hike
- Being the nurse
- The Staff.
- ?
- meeting my friends + the experience
- readying
- It's not over yet
- hanging out with friends
- hanging out, laughing, making memories with friends
- meeting a friend
- NA
- meeting friends
- I loved getting closer to my friends at camp
- people.
- The best part of camp was making new friends
- All the fun things at camp.
- Seeing the camper's reaction.
- The friendships
- Being with my best friends
- The best part of camp is when I met new friends.
- the night hike
- Singing songs
- swimming
- Walking near the creek (I’d do that for hours!)
- swimming
- being with my caseller
- campfire
- campfire
- making friends at kitchen patrol
- activities
- kp
- dance
- the rules
- rotations, foods, pool, and ping pong, water olympics
- the art projects and swimming
- freetime
- hanging out with my friends
- The talent show.
- having fun
- Witling, It was awesome.
- campfire
- Same as above
- I do not know
- FOOD
- camping
- Food
- camping
- having to do that soccer game
- hanging out with my friends
- Staff meetings
- the dance
- Meeting new people and learning behind the scenes of how camp runs.
- I can't choose
- making new friends
- dance
- Free time
- the good toilet
- everythin
- Learning to widdle
- feeling free
- My best part camp is campers choice.
- the skit
- getting to eat, sleep, and do nothing
- free time and eating
- Heart Rock
- everything mostly
- free time
- meeting my friends who I know are going to be my friends for a long time
- water olympics
- Camper's choice
- food
- freetime
- learning new things and hanging out with friends
- the food
- swimming and showering
- fantastic
- Campers choice
- hanging out with friends
- Going to inspiration Point
- playing cards
- Having fun with new friends.
- danced
- Making friends who like nature at the creek
- freetime
- helping out in the kitchen and kp/kitchen patrol
- friends
- water olympics
- nothing
- waking up
- billiards
- Being with positive and fun friends.
- dance
- having fun
- getting to meet some amazing camper & having the best staff ever
- spending time with my friends
- the campfire
- finding friends in unexpected places
- Being with friends
- knit1, pearl 2
- my group winning
- being a staff & having kids depending on me. It was cool playing activities being a role model
- idk
- In all honesty...everything.
- idk
- cabins
- Making good decisions with the kids and having delicious food
- the swimming olympics
- hanging with the friends
- I get to make more friends
- my brother got to come
- hanging out whenever we want
- campfire
- blue group winning
- freetime
- all of it so far
- being with my friends
- playing games
- different activities during free time and the rotations
- sleeping under the stars
- family
- community
- everything
- everybody having fun together
- being able to see my friends that I get to see once a year
- campfire
- being with my favorite people
- talent show
- staff activities or campfire
- all of camp
- konuing
- capture the flag
- Spending time with friends, having better relationships with friends and making new friends
- IDK
- Den building was the best.
- Canoeing
- The best part was doing our imposter goldilocks skit
- The food and talent show and the dance.(ice cream sandwiches)
- swimming, games and eating
- the Food and staff
- doing art
- The best part was learning more about my friends.
- A certain campers History lesson
- barefoot time
- Being with my friends & all the staff
When a un-named camper said he was going to put on a gas mask and fight the Bear Brandon's history.

Desert

The best part of camp for me was cabin time.

dance

riding on the kayak

stuff

Being outside all the time

Food and dance

Being with Olivia and Matt, etc.

Doing activities with my friends

swimming at the lake

Singing by the fire

simming

friends and food

the dance

swimming

meeting new people

Washing dishes with the Dish Doctor; Aaron. though it sounds weird, it was quite enjoyable as we toiled with ketchup of eggs, we talked and opened up our lives to each other I learned a lot about cleaning dishes, & my buddy, & that's the best part.

The best part was sleeping under the stars and making new friends

talent show

meeting new friends

When we get to go to the dance and hang out with friends

Sleeping outside

Aaron's food!

Getting to see the campers have a good time

hanging out with my friends at cabin time

A lot of fun.

cabin time

Meeting new people and sleeping outside

getting to know staff members

The food

The best part of camp was the people and activities

Taking trash out and swimming in the lake. Also the food!

Best part was the food

The activities

everything

Either canoeing, swimming, food, campfire and barefoot/cabin time.

the olipiks

Making new friends

meeting many new people
- friends
- meeting/becoming closer with the other staff
- the talent show and the dance
- the whole thing ---> talent show/ candle light ceremonies
- stargazing
- becoming a family
- staff events or tribe meetings and getting to know campers better
- every part
- all of it
- being with awesome people
- bonding between staff
- just talking with everyone
- being with everyone
- everything
- campfire or meals or the friends you make
- everything
- campfire and dancing
- the food was way better than expected a campfire was always super fun
- campfire and the food
- everything
- having my sister as my tribe leader
- tribe meeting
- TieDie
- all of it
- every part
- dancing
- the k-9 dogs
- campfire
- stargazing
- free time
- campfire
- the campfire
- sending people around the water tank
- burnside
- all of it
- meeting friends from past years
- the best part of camp was the food
- free time
- campfire
- campfire
- sleeping and fun in the forest
- hanging out with my friends
- everything
- idk
- making memories and friendships here
- friends
- free time
- sessions
- campfire
- campfire
- friends
- best part of camp were the special events
- tribe meeting
- tribe meeting/campfire
- campfire
- having lots of fun with my new friends
- everything
- everything
- the pool
- swimming
- outdoor cooking
- dancing
- playing cards
- campfire
- campfires
- campfire
- food
- food
- campfire
- archery
- campfire
- everything except chores
- don’t know yet it’s not over
- meeting new people
- campfire
- session
- seeing all the people smiling
- being sent around the watertower
- the food, sorry
- getting dressed up for the dance
- campfire
- learning new things
- everything
- the food and sponge dodge
- doing the skit during the talent show
- the food and people
- just the experience as a whole and the water balloon fight
- helping in the kitchen
- eating, BLD (breakfast, lunch, dinner)
- swimming
- food
- the food was delicious, hanging out with friends
- I liked everything
- meeting people
- capture the flag
- the fun times I had with other staff and or campers
- making lanyards
- I love swimming and canoeing at the lake
- the water balloon fight
- ryder/griffin
- food
- swimming
- sponge dodgeball
- yelling in our cabin at bare foot time
- everything
- being part of it
- getting to better understand kids and the fellow staff
- being with friends
- the whole camp experience was amazing and I really enjoyed it
- my comedy session at the talent show
- swimming
- going swimming
- it was either cabin/barefoot time, or eating lunch
- One of them is listening to one of the peoples childhoods
- Entertainment night
- hanging with friends
- The people
- getting to know new people
- Capture the flag!!
- The PJ dance and entertainment night
- Entertainment night
- Night hike & bonding with staff
- Being at camp in general, no phones, no drama, just fun
- Getting to be with friends
- All the special activities at night (Dance, night hike, Entertainment Night etc)
- Entertainment night
- the meals
- Meeting new people (campers and staff)
- The meals
- Everything.
- getting to know the staff and campers
- Being Top staff and learning how to take control
- Being w/ so many fun people
- The people
- Entertainment Night
- Become close with people I would never have known
- The best part of camp is the life long friendships that are made
- getting to know each individual and seeing how you could inspire them.
- Entertainment night.
- I really enjoy playing capture the flag with all my friends & campers
- Night hike
- How much everyone loves to participate
- Talking to my friends and staff
- break Dancing and singing, food
- Outdoor cooking
- food and friends
- One of the best parts about camp is meeting new friends
- Building a sticker trading fort
- food
- swimming and the bunks
- Bunks
- Sort of Getting away from humanity
- swimming
- food, sleep, and activities
- Night walk
- Night Hike
- The energy!
- Doing the short courses.
- everything but chores
- entertainment night?
- sleeping
- Being able to spend time w/ my friends w/ no distraction ie. phones - new friends
- meeting new people
- knowing
- swim
- Meeting new people
- capture the flag
- Getting to make many more friends
- Everything?
- I love being with all my friends!
- getting to dye Victors hair
- I cannot pick one
- I love meeting new friends and being able to be: loud, dirty, fun, and with friends for a week
- playing with friends
- Any of the events
- Tye-dying + arts and crafts and the food!
- swimming
- Entertainment Night
- capture the flag
- Everything
- Night hike
- Night hike
- food, sleep
- The best part was the short courses.
- short courses
- Night hike
- Everything...
- Just the free time when I could interact with others
- The best part of camp is being outdoors with no electronics.
- Everything
- swimming
- Hanging out with friends at events ex. Entertainment night
- richie coming to visit
- The short courses
- My tribe
- Entertainment night
- Friends!!
- Achre
- short courses
- Talking with my friends/teaching them Egyptian Rat slap
- Having freetime.
- When richie came
- The swimming.
- The night-walk
- Hanging out with friends.
- Hanging out with and meeting new people.
- Dances.
- Hanging out with friends and meeting new people.
- Playing games
- Making new friends.
- playing in the bunks.
- Night hike
- Making friends.
- having fun
- entertainment night
- the food
- When I met Star!
- When I met Joey
- The food
- short courses
- Everything
- Making new friends
- the night hike
- Night hike
- Freetime
- Every part
- The staffer and councilers
- I don't have one they were all the best.
- Everything
- The short courses were pretty fun but also just free time was fun cause I still got to hang out with my older friends
- free time
- sleeping under stars and have fun
- being a staffer
- everything
- The boys yelling hee-haw all week
- Tribe meetings
- star Tripping
- I don't know
- Meeting new people
- being wid ma friends
- Campfire!
- Freetime
- ?
- There wasn't a best part of camp. the whole thing was the best part of camp.
- hanging with your friends
- sleeping
- sleeping
- Do not know
- The sunrise hike.
- food
- wasps attacking and not getting stung
- Going to sleep
- Water carnival
- Spending quality time with friends.
- night hike
- Being a dean and being able to help out with the boy campers having a good camp experience
- sitting and talking to all of my friend
- Star Tripping
- Babe & beauty
- freetime
- my tribe and tribe leaders
- Hanging out with friends
- craft shack
- friends
- The hikes
- becoming closer to my friends
- Archery
- Campfire/freetime
- hanging out with my friends, being in nature, camping
- Archery range
- swimming
- We did the bean carnival
- Doing archery
- The food
- Being with my friends
- the food
- insperason
- Night Hike
- SWIMMING ALL THE WAY!
- the food
- Being with my friends and the night hike.
- The food
- The song
- food!!
- Every part was the best part!
- The people, everyone is nice and fun!
- meeting knew friends
- the tribe meetings
- Archery
- Meeting a person
- I Don't Know. EVERYTHING!
- Archery
- The night hike
- Campfires
- Meeting new friends and the night hike
- talent show and carnival
- there is no best part
- meeting New people
- sleeping/free time
- free time
- meeting new friends
- night hike
- Bunks
- being able to do what I want
- xlafaka
- hanging out with my friends
- safety court
- being with friends
- Everything but dishes
- Night Hike/Star tripping
- Free time
- The whole part
- idk
- pool
- The night hike
- Water carnival/campfire
- hanging with friends
- When at fire for safe D it Bake fired on Ben
- Archery
- Meeting new people
- The bean carnival
- Campfire
- Star tripping
- Free time, Food, Friends
- star tripping
- N/A
- sleeping
- freetime
- freetime
- All of it's great, especially just off job times with other staffers.
- not sure
- The, contest
- When I did tie die
- the food and craft shack
- the food
- working
- swimming
- Being with friends.
- the water carnival.
- tie-dye.
- everything
- Archery.
- friends
- freetime
- songs
- Food, sleep, night hike
- people & sleep
- Nothing, I like everything
- haveing to different friend groops to hangout with
- 4th of July
- Truth or dare
- Truth or dare
- The best part of camp was going to campfire.
- swim
- the water carnival
- sleep.
- free camp
- Campfire
- night hike
- going to breakfast
- Spending time with friends
- being with my friends
- hanging with my friends
- everything
- swimming, night hike, meeting new friends
- hanging with friends @ fireworks
- dance
- archery
- spending time with friends and archery
- night hike
- free time
- archery
- usually night hike but this year hanging out with people
- dat ass do
- tie dye
- all
- swimming
- 4th of July
- night hike and food
- ???
- swimming
- archery
- i don't know
- the movie
- parties
- the bean carnival
- campfire
- night hike
- last day
- everything
- marriages and night hike
- all of it
- the food
- being with staffers
- being with friends
- night hike, candle lighting
- the camaraderie
- tye dye and campfires
- sleeping
- hanging with the other staff
- candle lighting
- putting my feet in the river and relaxing
- the people
- the connections I made with others
- everything
- the food
- creating more memories
- all of it
- making amazing friends
- spending it with friends
- night hike
- leaving
- the night hike and dance
- night hike
- dance
- dance or sabotage
- campfire
- getting to know one another
- water fight
- the best part of camp was the endless nights talking to my cabin about things I can't talk about at home
- swimming
- swimming and archery
- making a music video with our campers
- meeting people
- staying up late in the cabins enjoying our free time. Also certain games like camp hide and seek
- swimming and food
- swimming
- sleeping
- pranking
- sleeping
- getting to know all of the campers
- seeing campers come out of their comfort zone
- getting to know all the campers in my cabin
- swimming
- i like getting to know the campers and running activities
- meeting new, wonderful people, Charli, Maia, and Catie
- swimming
- pranking
- swimming, crafts, and the food
- everything
- pranking
- swimming
- being in pig's cabin
- swimming
- getting out of my comfort zone with people
- swimming
- meet new people
- swimming
- swimming
- swimming and eating
- the best part of camp is swimming
- swimming or pranking
- swimming
- swimming
- all the water, like water balloons and the river
- the dance
- STEM
- I made so many more friends
- every moment
- making new friends
- IDK
- shoving a banana down Lanana's throat
- the dance
- hiking and falling in the creek
- dance
- getting to know my friends better
- the water balloon fight
- all of it
- every part
- every moment
- making friends
- sports
- when all the girls were facing emotional problems and we comforted each other
- knowing the members in my cabin
- making friends
- the dance
- meeting new friends
- meeting muhammed
- teager jumping on me and almost breaking my spine
- vet sci
- when Nolah made the barbie skit
- meeting my friends
- the squirls through pinecones
- idk
What was a special moment of camp?

- A special moment for me was when our tribes were out on the ball field for an hour. That was the day my tribe and I really bonded.
- When I played my first gaga ball game and won
- After the speaker blew, when we came together and used a portable speakers everyone still had fun.
- Delirious laughter at 12:30 AM with the rest of the staff
- All of it
- Hearing kids chant my name and making bracelets by the creek.
- Themed lunch
- Seeing the campers of my tribe bond was amazing!
- Carnival
- When Jack and I went on the night hike and I was scared and he cheered me up.
- The night hike was very fun camp
- When I bonded with all of the tribe members of my tribe.
- Meal time
- I always love campfire and how everyone has the opportunity to speak in front of everyone.
- When we first sang our first song for campfire.
- Swimming with my friends.
- A special moment at camp was watching the funny skits. We get to express our humor and creativity with the skits.
- Corn hole and making new friends
- Seeing old friends
- When my friends and I told stories during free time I think we all really bonded then
- When I lit my first fire with flint and steel.
- Theme dance.
- When I got to camp.
- Really connecting with my counselors and receiving positive responses from them.
- Being a tribe leader for the first time.
- When I stayed up late washing out tye-dye shirts and singing show tunes with my friends.
- Meeting new friends.
- Being in a tribe.
- Bonding with my campers and tribe.
- Going swimming.
- Coming together around the campfire.
- When I met a lot of new people.
- Going swimming.
- Teaching the kids about fun in the forest.
- Making new friends.
- Everyday.
- The morning
- Hanging out with my friends.
- Everything
- Meeting new friends!
- When Trent and I won tribe corn hole championship.
- Making a new friend.
- Sleeping
- It was great.
- It was all awesome.
- Finally getting my fire to start using flint and steel.
- Making friends
- Putting a banana slug on my nose!
- Night hike.
- The archery.
- When we were supposed to do a skit but we didn't get enough done so last minute we decided to do improv. I felt like it brought us closer.
- Interacting with my staffers and tribe during tribe talks and meals.
- When I didn't want to do an activity because of the noise my counselor took me somewhere else.
- Having fun.
- A special moment at camp was when Andre and I won the cornhole championship.
- Entertainment night.
- Start courses, group activities, night activity's
- My first day of my first year.
- Doing skits and singing songs at campfire.
- Swimming.
- Singing with my campers at the top of our lungs everyday.
- Night hike, having a fun and great time
- I really enjoyed meeting all of my friends' friends.
- Flag raising and lowering.
- I won the cornhole for my tribe.
- The first day of camp.
- Night hike
- Why people started calling me the killer in go-go ball and that made me look back at my time here and that memory was fun.
- Winning the archery contest.
- Flag raising and lowering.
- A special moment at camp was night hike because it made my camp friends and I closer.
- Me doing entertainment night.
- When Conner got sick and threw up.
- Telling stories with my friends.
- When we could sing with friends.
- Getting to sing with my friends.
- Bonding with new friends
- Having the banana slug on my nose and night hike.
– When I would dance with my friends.
– Singing with friends!
– When we all went to the ball field to take a photo.
– Winning theme lunch as a group.
– When my team bet my tribe a cornhole.
– When I met my best friends.
– I can't think of a particular moment.
– I thought that the night and morning hikes were fun experiences at camp.
– Campfire and watching the skits and songs
– Hanging out with my friends.
– A special camp moment was the night hike.
– Entertainment night.
– Meals and when the top staff blast music and dance on tables!
– Meeting friends and hanging with the top staff.
– Make a water basket and everybody wanted me to make them for them.
– Helping my friends on the night hike.
– Meeting new friends.
– Watching entertainment night it was really fun to watch.
– Meeting new friends like Brianna and Lily. I loved sending people up ground link when boys tested to the girls.
– The night hike with my friends was very fun.
– Archery
– When I first arrived.
– I made a lot of new friends and had fun
– The first year when I came I was a little scared of one of the top staff came over and brought 5 campers that I had been there before and they became my friends.
– Playing "pirates of the Caribbean" with Conner.
– When the staffers blasted music and danced on the tables
– When my friends wrote notes for me in the scribe box.
– Skits
– When a camper came and needed me and slept with me in the night.
– When I played gaga ball for the first time.
– Every part of it.
– At night hike I helped someone who was scared. I kept telling them it was all fake. Afterwards, we became great friends.
– A special moment at camp was when we had the theme lunch.
– Being with my tribe at the creek.
– Going on the Night Hike.
– Coming to camp first day.
– The night hike!
– Seeing all of my old friends and helping them.
– When I got 2nd place for cornhole with my good friend.
– Making a new really good friend.
– Finding new friends on day 1
– Dance on tables with friends
– Archery was very special because it was new to me.
– Completing a fruit basket.
– The campfires and hikes were fun with all of the campers.
– When I got someone out in go-go ball.
– Being with my closest friends and having fun.
– The night hike
– Seeing my friends
– Where I did zurb soccer.
– Every moment at camp is special.
– Meeting Emol and being in the same cabin.
– Making friends.
– When Tiffany had to come in my cabin to yell in my ear with the megaphone because I wouldn’t wake up.
– Meeting a friend.
– Talking with other executive staffers.
– Meeting everyone and making friends.
– When all of my friends and I met up on the first day.
– Making new friends that I know I’ll keep.
– At camp I got to see my new friends for the first time.
– When I met a new best friend Emma.
– Seeing my friends for the first time in a year.
– Nothing
– A special moment of camps is being a part of everything.
– I loved when the staff sang "God Bless America" to us. It made me realize they do a lot for us and I was almost in tears.
– Family time and bonding with friends over Kool-Aid memes. Plus someone sat on my head for five minutes, that was a fun serendipity.
– Last song at the dance
– Clovers! Seeing them continuing traditions!
– Having fun at camp fire!
– Lunch hike
– Food
– Don’t stop believing
– I don’t know
– When one of my friends opened up to me about some issues she’s having.
– I don’t know
– Skits
– Cuddle canyon
– Crying at the dance
– The skits
– Campfire
– Every mr.business appearance
– The recliner
– The dance
– When I made friends with Lulu and Niah
– When I first wake up
– Taking pictures
– The dance during the song Don't Stop Believing
– The dance and holding people when they cried. Also cuddle canyon
– The buddy circle
– The huge circle at closing ceremony
– Buddy circle
– Eating
– Helping in the kitchen
– Campfire.
– Meeting new people
– Campfire
– Math
– The dance
– Hanging with friends
– Food
– The campfire skit
– The dance
– Volleyball and family time
– Cuddle Canyon
– Crazy ding-dong stories.
– The dance
– Every campfire, but particularly silly-stringing Teagle.
– The hug circle
– Cuddle Canyon
– The dance seeing my friend for the first time in a year.
– The most special part of camp was when I taught the clovers how to do a lanyard
– Skit night
– Bonding with my younger campers in my family.
– Pranks
– All
– When I got to hike with Cam, one last time before left 4-H
– During the dance when everyone was emotional
– Winning rat skrwe in tow min
– Shooting for the first time in years
– Campfire, and the dance
– The last song of the dance we all joined arms into a circle and cried. When the song was cut, we were all still singing.
– Skits
- Campfire/Dance
- Washing the unicorn
- It was all special
- Winning football
- Having the picnic
- Campfire
- Watching football
- Staying at stavs while cuddling with logan and nick
- Being family head for the first time, I had responsibility I don't usually have.
- Ding dong
- The dance
- Meeting so many new people that turned into friends.
- Getting to bond with new friends
- When our family had wars with the other family's
- N/A
- When dinosaur suit guy (Joey I believe) gave me a hug at the dance.
- Playing Despacito every morning
- Making a table/stool at woodworking
- I lost my voice twice
- The dance
- Making a turtle dj in the bathroom
- Making friends
- Singing 4-H songs
- When I got a snowglobe kinda of
- Falling downstairs
- All
- Laughing with friends and doing an e-hug.
- The dance and clover day
- Cuddle Canyon
- The dance was very special when everyone danced together and we all had fun singing like crazy.
- Everything!
- When I received my first buddy gift of the camp year.
- After the dance with friends taking pictures
- YMCA song, dance
- Shooting name tags
- Recliners in boys camp
- Saying goodbye to all the last years
- Nothing.
- Being on an amazing team
- Having someone tell me they missed me, the dance
- Meeting new friends
- Coming back to camp and remembering how much fun I had the year before
– Family time
– Don't stop believing at dance
– I loved that my friends and I got to dance our hearts out during the line dancing and after the younger campers left
– The skits
– When I got to meet my best friend and getting better friends/new friends.
– Making new friends in my cabin and becoming close with them
– Meeting all of the new campers
– Campfire, making kids laugh
– The social
– Making new memories with the campers
– The last campfire is always memorable
– Being with friends
– When one of my campers started to come out of her shell and have lots of fun.
– Being able to make new friends
– When we all got glow sticks for 4th of July
– Shooting with friends
– Having a mouse in our cabin night 2, then having my camper write a scribe thanking for me saving them from it.
– A special moment of camp was when one of my campers wrote a sweet note about me.
– When my campers became my friends.
– Campfire skits
– Seeing a camper that was extremely shy the first day of camp growing and engaging more more throughout camp.
– The activities
– When Wyatt woke my cabin up with loud music! And banging on the doors!
– Shooting a compound bow.
– Being with my friends
– Workshops
– Asking a girl out to the social
– Games
– Archery
– Archery
– Campfire
– Having fun
– Hanging out with friends
– The food
– making new friends
– conslers hour
– There were special moments everyone, getting to meet new people and become closer with others
– Meeting new people
– learning to dance
- everything
- X
- campfire
- campfire
- Campfire
- i don't know
- eating bacon pizza
- Making friends with lily
- nothing
- being with my friends at camp
- campfire
- campfire
- don't know
- don't care
- campfire
- when everyone works together, despite their differences
- reconnecting with friends I haven't seen in a long time
- campfire
- when i tried to hookup to friends at the social
- archery
- Food
- when I ate 3 strawberry shortcakes
- playing dodge ball
- hanging out with my friends at camp I've been with for a long time
- i don't know
- My friends an I had a lot of special moments at camp, the best one was we played ping pong
- my special moment was when i asked a girl to the dance
- making new friends that were super awesome
- When I met my friends
- meeting new friends (ss squad)
- the hiking at amp was fun
- i liked playing the piano
- meeting new friends
- that i made new friend
- the night hike because you get to enjoy the outdoors and share your feelings in the dark so you're not self conscious
- abby and gabby Letters
- spending free time with campers
- making new friends
- having a dance party and asking with abbey and Gabby
- being an executive staff member granted me more freedom
- when i first met a friend of mine she was amazing
- the entire experience of saying goodbye
– going to the dance
– seeing kids make friends when they didn’t have any
– going to heart rock
– seeing all my friends sign my picture differently
– when campers made friends and hung out, with them and more throughout the week
– night hike with friends
– wielding with pocket knife
– Dressing up as a guy for Abby and Gabby
– playing ping pong
– When Brandon Hugged me
– talent show
– rock wall
– seeing my friends again after a whole 365 days
– making new friends
– finding out my counselor was Bambi
– asking my girlfriend to the dance
– when i hit the bulls eye at archery
– going on hikes
– Abby and Gabby
– when all my friends wen to heart rocks and on the night together
– meeting new friends
– free time
– one of a special moment at camp is the food it is really good
– a special moment at camp was bonding with the new friends at camp and being brought close together
– getting to know new people
– singing and dance
– when I asked someone to the dance
– when my friends and I made a SS squad we all joined together
– when i spent time with my 5 friends
– when me and my friends made a squad
– meeting new friends that are nice to me
– dance
– friends
– asking someone to the dance
– the 1 Day
– chillin’ with the executive staff at night
– When I got some lonely kids to be friends & have fun
– When I found my forever friends
– Helping some homesick campers
– New friends
– When I made a bunch of Friends instinly!
– A special moment was when I got somewhat included into a group.
- A special moment of camp was some kids walked up to me and started to talk to me and wanted to be friends.
- meeting friends
- The Great Bambino
- the night hike
- Getting to make sure I try everything before I leave camp.
- the Night Hike
- Meeting a new friend
- meeting new friends
- playing knockout
- When I met new friends
- A special moment at camp for me was making new friends.
- Meeting a lot of knew friends
- Arriving at Camp.
- making friends
- Getting into my cabin
- being with my cabinmates and other friends when I had to go around the mess hall 3 times
- getting to know different people
- Night Hike
- Being able to meet new people and old friends from past years.
- free time
- night hike
- hanging out with friends
- the talent show
- Being with the family I created here
- Being with my friends.
- Having my own kids for the first time
- everything
- Being the nurse
- Hanging out with the kids.
- FRENDS
- a special moment of camp was looking at the stars on the night hike.
- playing sports with my friends
- Winning the Staffingers Hunt
- meeting new people
- Night hike, getting to do it with all my friends.
- Coming to camp and meeting my cabin friends
- NA
- having fun
- A special moment was when I scared my friend with my demonic looking pig. & (meeting all my friends)
- getting to know people & making amazing friends.
- A special moment was helping staffers
- Hanging out with my friends.
- Bonding with other staffers.
- The friendships
- Being with my best friends
- A special moment of camp was when I met Sower.
- Making new friends
- sleeping
- When I found out that there were birds nesting in the back of the kitchen/kp room
- kraths
- the buble soccer
- hanging with friends
- sleeping
- was when I started to bind more with friends
- hanging with friends
- my special was the zorp soccer
- everything
- When I found new friends
- being with my friends
- singing at the campfire
- food
- being able to learn things I don't know about my friends
- when I met all of my friends.
- Water olympics
- The hike to heartrock.
- everybody cheering me on games
- Bear’s Night Hike/ DOINK SQUAD
- I do not know
- SPENDING TIME W/ FRIENDS
- the dance
- Helping in the kitchen
- we get to play with our friends
- being with the kids
- the campfires
- Being staff.
- being outdoors
- I loved leading a team.
- I can't choose
- There were so many, but performing with my best friend at the talent show was one
dance
- When I saw all of my friends together
- know new people
- hanging out and playing games
- The special moment camp is being with my friends.
- making mickey and Minnie beads for my parents
- making snow master
- Meeting new people
- sleeping, hanging out with friends
- dance
- hiking to inspiration point
- winning water olympics
- When all of my friends came into my cabin and we played "Never have I ever"
- meeting new friends
- Packing to go home
- when my friends included me in many things
- Making friends
- net 1, pearl 2
- painting, hanging out with friends, making ice cream
- Talent show
- hanging out with friends
- Meeting my friends
- hanging with friends
- Meeting new people and doing something that I really do.
- dance
- Meeting my cabin mates for the first time
- campfire
- Hanging out with all my friends.
- friends
- blue group winning
- nothing
- morning showers
- a special moment was when I made a new friend
- When I met my tribe & cabin.
- getting to know my friends better
- Swimming, playing capture the flag and having a water balloon fight with everyone at one time
- going on the hike
- When kids started working together
- when I made friends with most the people in my color group
- campfire
- the dance
- my group winning
- as a staff connecting with the kids and one kid in particular who hugged me crying said he'd miss me.
- with my friends
- Having someone visit & lead the all cam campfire.
- idk
- friends
- Hanging out w/ other staffers and connecting with all the kids
- hanging with friends
- the skit my tribe performed
- eat
- being with me two cousins
- Wints Swimming
- campfire games
- blue group winning
- campfire
- When I met new friends
- bunk time
- Seeing the animals
- being able to plkkay cards with my friends
- meeting new friends
- as a staff, I hugged a camper and he was crying a lot after American pie. He came to me later and hugged me
- American pie
- talent show
- walking down in front of my session and having everything on me to show them what to do
- hearing mike and sing American Pie at the talent show and watching the whole camp come together to comfort each other (so many emotions)
- helping a homesick kid
- talent show ending
- when American pie is sang and closing ceremonies
- the scare hike
- i don't know
- when i got my scribnote
- When everyone celebrated my B-day
- swimming
- The Bear Bash
- Singing campfire songs
- When I hung out with the other girls at my cabin
- The talent show.
- campfire
- campfire
- making new freinds that are cut
- A special moment was when I met new people and made nre friends.
- The talent show finale
- campfire
- The balloon fight
- having a long talk with my friends about trusting parents
- Getting closer to my friends and listening to Brandon's history.
- Talent show
– Learning more and making new friends.
– When I met Gregg
– When I got to ride on the kayak
– stuff
– Connecting with my friends
– When I met Erin (my best friend)
– Meeting Ryder
– The first day when I made new friends
– swimming at the lake
– meeting new people
– simming
– Being with friends
– Getting closer to my friends
– The dance
– meeting new people
– too many. There were grand parts, from helping smaller youth figure out more about themselves or working together w/ my tribe. My most special moments were sleeping under the stars each night, & helping others face their problems of the next day.
– A special moment at camp is when we all played capture the flag. BTWs no boundaries plz
– skits
– sun bear skit was fun being in it
– When to girls asked if I wanted to sit down with them and talk then we became friends
– When I met new friends
– Making friends with cabin mates
– Eating dinner with the campers
– Canoeing
– Making new friends
– The talent show
– When someone I saw who was really cool wanted to be my friend and hang out with me
– Seeing the girls on my deck become friends with each other
– Every meal
– A special moment for me was talking about philosophy and how to be nice to other campers of all ages.
– Hiking and sleeping in my hammock in nature
– Taking out the pump island on the lake and trash cans
– meeting new friends
– When I met my friends
– Making new friends and seeing old friends from last year. Also getting to know my bunkmates and the camp fires
– Playing soccer with matt my cousin
– Overcoming my fear of bears.
– talent show when they sang American Pie
– friends/and lunch with a camper
- waking up to the sun shining through the trees
- the last song at the talent show
- candle light ceremonies
- meeting my new friends
- being trusted
- connecting with friends better
- yes
- getting closer with friends I don’t see
- staff time at 12 at night
- closing songs with ceremonies
- laughing at campfire
- last day ceremonies
- being welcome and rooted on
- talent show dance we did
- talking with my friends
- when I made a new friend
- when I met new people
- the dance is tonight and I really am excited for it and have a feeling it will be my best moment
- the closing campfire
- meting all the tribe leaders and new friends
- my friends and I did dabbing at the talent show
- fireplace
- when I met my friends
- all of it
- every moment
- dancing
- staying up all night and chatting with friends
- campfire
- all campfires
- campfires and stargazing
- session
- getting my tribe and getting to camp
- finding someone who knew me from another camp
- meeting Adele
- our skit
- seeing my friends
- meeting friends from past years
- the most special moment at camp was meeting new friends
- spending time with one of my friends
- eating campfire
- when everyone shows their talent
- fun in the forest
- hanging out with my friends
- when I made a new friend
- when I saw thought I saw a ghost
- idk
- when my friends introduced me to new people
- talent show
- it was fun
- meeting new people
- meeting my tribe
- campfire
- stargazing
- a special moment of camp was reading scribe notes
- when my bro gave me a hug
- going to the pool
- I don't know everything
- making new friends
- When everyone was crying after the talent show
- everything
- idk
- meeting friend
- dancing
- making friends
- first campfire
- the first night
- Nicole coming to visit
- When I met my tribe
- getting asked to the dance
- campfire
- when I first met the staffers
- when I first saw the forest
- meeting my friends
- when we do closing campfire
- stargazing
- at archery when I hit the cross twice
- all of it
- making new friends
- making new friends
- scribe notes are my best memory of camp so far.
- making acquaintances but not friends to keep
- when I saw Grant A.
- campfire
- meeting new people
- American Pie at the talent show
- when I made new friends and they were really nice
- making new friends most days
- getting to know people and having a good time
- bonding with girls on my deck and my tribe
- when I first met my tribe
- smore making, sleeping, eating
- meeting my friends
- when we went swimming
- making new friends and getting to know them
- my special moment was when we did our skit
- the talent show
- making friends
- when me and other staff sang the Second Story Window lovely at campfire
- making lanyards
- when I saw how much my campers grew throughout the camp week
- meeting ryder/griffin
- swimming
- swimming
- when I saw Barbara and her children
- talent show
- meeting new people
- bedtime talking with campers
- being a tribe leader for the first time
- bonding with friends
- bonding with the other staff throughout
- hiking around the bunk at night
- eating smores with friends, and having new friends
- a special moment at camp was sitting at the campfire
- Everything
- Having a very closed off and shy students open up to me
- When I finally started doing staffer jobs
- Entertainment Night
- Campfire and how everyone comes together
- Singing w/ the tribes for camp fire
- Singing at the top of my lungs at flag raising/lowering
- learning all the different traditions in camp.
- Bonding with not only pre-existing friends but also making new ones
- being able to meet campers & show them my favorite place!
- The adult campfire because I learned a lot of my friends and grew closer.
- Dolly's Entertainment night song
- Theme Dance
- Entertainment Night. Seeing campers leave their shells.
- Being me at Entertainment night
- Night Hike because I learned I can do things if I tried.
– Becoming part of the staff
– When the skit Titanic got passed down to me
– Entertainment Night!
– Being told I was a campers favorite staffer.
– First campfire. Performing songs
– Being brought into a group of older staff on my first year
– A special moment was when Top Staff 2017 introduced themselves.
– The moment when you get to spend time with all the fellow staff family for the first time in a year.
– The moment when half way through the week you don't have to remind the kids to clean. They also take the anniciative to take on a dish job
– When the campers were arriving and I got to see lots of old friends
– Watching all the campers get in during morning swim
– One counselor told me I was a valuable staffer and my heart swelled
– When I was talking with the staff Austin.
– Meeting new friends and a few crushes!!
– A special time was when I won archery.
– making new friends
– Entertainment night
– I won at camafloge
– I liked the short courses
– getting a lot of stickers
– Night Hike
– Night Hike
– When I went swimming with my tribe
– I got asked how do you feel
– Tie dying shirts
– Just all the connections I made that are hard to let go of
– Seeing a frog
– Just being here was special moment for me/ Night hike
– I really liked archery and swimming and entertainment night
– having fun with my friends
– Going to the sprung w/ my friends + councler
– going on the night hike
– The night hike
– archery
– A special moment to me was going on stage at talent show even though I was really scared
– The first dance when we all bonded
– Getting to sing fun songs every meal.
– I get to see some of my best friends when I come.
– I love seeing my camp friends year after year because I don't see them a lot during the rest of the year.
– getting to dye Victors hair
- When 99 bottles of pop on the wall was sung
- I think dances and entertainment night made some very special moments with my camp friends.
- being with friends
- Any of the events
- seeing people sing together.
- Bonding with my friends and waking people up with my screaming goat
- Making new friends.
- when richie came back
- coming Here and seeing everything for the first time
- Meeting new people and getting to know other people better
- getting closer to people and becoming a family
- Getting to know other people
- Campfire and flag raising.
- campfire and playing games
- Entertainment night
- First time I cam here, 4ish years agho
- When song 99 bottles of pop for an after lunch
- A special moment at camp was getting to be with all my friends and the experience itself. I love this camp.
- Meeting new friends
- Making friends
- The first day and getting to know my tribe
- talking to the staffer aystun
- I enjoyed the week as a whole
- I like Achre
- The ice breakers & finding out who is who
- Having my scribe spread off and everyone answering.
- When Dolly sang.
- When richie came
- Playing capture the flag.
- The night-walk
- going to the pool.
- Hanging out with friends.
- When my brother liked my entertainment night act.
- When I shot an arrow straight into the zombies stomach.
- meeting everyone
- when someone asked to be my friend.
- I dont know
- when i got a eye shot on a zombie
- Spending time with my tribe and getting to know new people. Stepping outside my comfort zone. (Not in a bad way)
- Making friends
- Meeting new friends
- Meeting new friends
- When I met Star!
- When I met Joey
- meal time
- Entertainment night
- When I met new friends
- Having fun with friends
- Spending time with my friends and making new ones
- Arts and crafts
- When Liam sang your welcome from Moana.
- basically every moment
- When I made new friends
- Making friends on the first day.
- Beating Carson at basketball
- All
- #NAME?
- The talent show tie
- sleeping
- everything
- Travis making all the impressions
- becoming really close with my campers
- meeting new people/coming closer with my friends
- I don't know
- When I made new friends
- archery
- Making an amazing new best friend
- Archery
- ?
- nothing was really special
- being independent
- sleeping
- sleeping
- Do not know
- My special moment was when I got to sit with a young girl to help her sleep.
- food
- wasps attacking
- SLEEPING
- Bathe and Buty
- A special moment at camp was when my friend slept in a bin for 15.
- candle lighting
- Getting to go along on sabotage and wrapping the nurses's car with seran wrap.
- braiding my friends hair
- Star Tripping
- People
- Spending time with my BFF
- using my leadership skills at fun in the forest
- Making new friends
- friends
- Campfire song at the end of campfire
- campfires, education, tribe meetings
- embers
- Feeling at home during rest time next to my friends
- When me and my friends went on a night hike.
- When I hit a ballon at the Arhcery range
- campfire
- The first moment we arrived
- Doing archery for the first time
- Watching the run rise
- Having Jeanette here for her last year
- Night hike
- insperason
- ?
- Talking with my friend Jaden at night because we both had somethings going on.
- Jumping off the diving Board
- Hanging out with all my friends and having fun.
- The snack under the stars
- Hanging out with friends.
- food!!
- When I sang at the Talent show with friend Lilly Anne
- The campfires with everyone.
- eating good food
- the campfires
- campfire
- Meeting someone
- Making new memories and friends.
- IDK
- being with my friends
- Free time
- Meeting new friends
- Seeing a raccoon eating my candy.
- meeting New people
- meeting up with old friends
- Finding new friends
- meeting new friends
- Being there for my friend
- Being with my friends
- being away from parents
- my friends!
- A special moment at camp for me was the crazy Olympics.
- My friends
- safety court
- chocolate-syrup Susie Patch
- Idk
- Sussie Patches
- Food
- falling off the bench at campfire
- coming here
- The last night
- When I meet new people
- everything
- sleeping outside
- Bunk time talking.
- Helping kids who are homesick
- Star tripping
- ?
- star tripping
- N/A
- the glow worcks
- freetime
- Bonding with more staffers than just a few.
- not sure
- ?
- When I met friends
- water carnival
- going to bed
- working in mess hall
- Candle lighting seremony
- The night hike
- Going on the night hike.
- glowstick fireworks
- when i made friends
- The 4th Catching glow sticks
- snipes
- making new friend
- bunk mates
- Finding friends
- finding friends
- Nothing, I liked everything.
- Someone coming up to me and becoming great friends
- 4th of July
- making good friend
- Making friends
- A special moment of camp was talking with my friend.
- sleep
- sleeping
- sleep.
- sleeping under the stars
- Night hike
- dance
- friends
- when I met new friends
- being with my friends
- campfire Night hike
- To meet Roxy, Rosey, Rose, Janice, Ava
- connecting with friends, laughing and having a good time
- I don't know all of it
- goofing around at archery
- the native american adventure time
- napping
- archery
- at the end when people jump
- making out with a chick when nobody was looking
- candle lighting ceremony
- seeing friends
- seeing my friends
- meeting David and Dylan
- night hike
- when someone in any tribe dressed up as awkward Steve
- IDK
- archery
- don't have one
- all of it
- when I met Dylan
- meeting David because I want to be like him when I grow up
- my tribe doing gossip
- marriages
- last day
- campfire
- seeing all the marriages at camp
- candle lighting
- my tribe giving me a group hug before they left
- hanging out with the last years
- having a kid speak openly by the end of camp
- candle lighting
- a camper telling me that they want to be me when they grow up
- jumping ceremony
- candle lighting ceremony
- when we all sang longer together
- candle lighting
- putting my feet in the river and relaxing
- candle lighting
- making so many new great friends
- everything
- all of it
- all of it
- candle lighting
- when we all spoke about how much we mean to each other at candle lighting ceremony
- last years jumping
- night hike
- @ talent show everyone supports and cheers for each other
- bonding with staff
- candle lighting ceremony
- lighting ceremony
- candle lighting
- dancing
- best
- meeting James and William
- ESCAPE
- The best part was the barn
- sports
- having fun
- sports
- meeting Lanana
- making new best friends
- water balloon fights
- counselor meeting
- movie making
- meeting more friends
- all of it
- every part
- being at camp with friends
- seeing everyone
- the dance
- meeting new people
- sports
- tricks
- sleep
- tracks
- all of it
- muhammed
- being BFFs with Muhammed
- vet sci
- skit night
- Sauurls
- squirls
- idk
If you could change one thing about camp, what would make it better?

- How the night hike was organized. The night of was very chaotic and they were short on staff and none of the youth leaders really knew where to go.
- 2 more hours of free time
- I would have more dairy free options. So many things only have cheese.
- Wake up later, and shorten short courses
- Less hanging around
- Less pressure on survivor, less bribery with stickers, less adults being critical of top staff.
- That there wouldn't be so many bees and mosquito's around
- Earlier bed times/naps!
- Tennis Court
- A little bit quieter and bed time.
- Make the gaga ball pit ground not as hard.
- A little bit shorter short-courses and longer free time.
- Some quiet time with no sending people around the water tank
- To let the campers know a head of time what tribe they are in so can know what kind of stuff to get.
- We didn't have to do the dishes and have move activities outside of our tribes.
- Nothing everything is good.
- If I could change one thing about camp, it would be that we are allowed to bring tents.
- It is fine just the way it is
- Youth need to respect each other
- Warm showers!
- I was thinking about becoming tribe leader and I think I would have more fun as one.
- More adult counselors spread out through bunks.
- I would change enforcing respecting each other more but not to where its strict.
- Enforcing the respect each other rule.
- Keeping people quiet
- Having more time to get ready!
- Heating the pool.
- Shorter short courses, longer free time, and staff swim.
- Warming up the pool.
- Have a little more free time.
- Nothing its great as it is
- Have to pool be heated.
- More free time.
- Nothing!
- It's already perfect.
- New kitchen, new plumbing/toilets. Better sound system. A new week when camp takes place.
- I don't know
- Stay up longer.
- Elect Fred to be camp dad
- Being able to call your parents everyday or when they allow you to!!
- Decrease the time of bunk time.
- I would want the other tribes do during KP.
- Dishes!
- Having hot sauce.
- Nothing.
- An hour where everyone takes a nap.
- More sleep
- Have more free time
- More free time
- Free time longer.
- During meals we should have some quiet time because with all the songs going on I can't get to know my campers on a personal level.
- Vegan alternatives.
- Be a little more prepared for unexpected events like thunder and rain.
- If I could change 1 thing at camp it would be less time in the bunks
- More free time.
- No bad weather, fix sound system
- I would bring back shelter making.
- Pool heater.
- Nothing.
- To get a tribe leader that actually does some of the activity and yells at me less, he only yells at me.
- Nap/quiet time.
- Less bunk time or stuff to do in bunks, such as games
- I would like it if the campers did not boo the people performing skits, such when birthday tribe performed their first skit.
- I would change if possible less bunk time.
- The bugs would not be here because they are annoying.
- Some baseball.
- A few staffers need to be less strict
- Having more free time
- Add more activities.
- Whenever we have to go to our bunks, instead we could have free time.
- Maybe less time to get ready and more free time.
- Make the age restriction a year older.
- Nothing because it is perfect.
- Not having water to drink when we go on a hike or a hot place if you forget your water.
- I would change the showers. I would want them to be warmer.
- Time management.
- I wouldn't change anything.
- I would change the singing (too much).
- No bugs and mosquitos.
- Put a back fence on the bunks.
- Move the cornhole.
- No bugs (mosquitos)!
- I would like to have time with my friends and have more activities with them too.
- More endepeth creek walks and heating the pool. Being able to flip me into the pool.
- Nothing!
- I can't think of anything really
- I want camp to heat the pool up other than that camp is perfectly fine the way it is.
- Not singing as much, a little bit shorter short courses and the pool being heated.
- I would do nothing.
- I would make it so you are allowed to camp down to the slab during all the bunk time and play ping-pong/basketball!
- Heating the pool.
- No misquitos, heating the pool and making showers warmer for longer!
- Shorter short course, some meals have no water tank sending, scarier night hike, and horses.
- To make the swimming pool water hot.
- Not doing dishes and more free time and heater for the pool.
- Tedder ball
- Sleep in later and more free time.
- Longer free time to change to 3 hours or 2 and bed time later, sit with whoever we want at breakfast.
- Being a part of the staff would be very fun because in my early years at camp I was very well taken care of and I want to do the same to campers that are in their early years of camp and haven't decided whether or not they enjoy their time at camp.
- The food could be a little healthier
- Staffers being more aware of the campers and old scodule
- Longer free time
- A heated pool.
- Free time longer so we have a lot of time
- I would not change anything. Besides the pool, heat it.
- No potato bar
- A heater in the pool
- Having longer free time.
- If I could change anything it would be that kids could pick the songs.
- If the adults could calm down and not pick fights and find issues to get people in trouble for.
- If our parents could be here too.
- Spending a little bit less time singing "The Weenie Man".
- Better food
- Me mailing letters home.
- More food.
- Longer snack shack time!!!!
More free time!!
No caszose or wisles
Being able to sit with anyone at all meal times.
Nothing.
Longer time to eat.
Bathrooms - I know they get cleaned daily, but they still appear to be filthy.
Longer freetime
I would change nothing.
More listening and respect when others are talking
Less bunk time and longer free time.
Nothing, I love it the way it is.
More free time for staffers.
Move the cornhole and not a much in the bunks.
I wouldn't change camp. It's perfect!
Admin
Don't give kids balloons
If we can let cubs go on more hikes.
Nothing.
If Mateo would stay
The kids so they don't be mad.
More activities
The communication between executive staff needs to get better and groups of staffers need to be less clique-y.
The location/large amount dust that got multiple people sick.
Some of the staff rules like how there can only be two staffers at a table.
Making the cabin closer to the fire coals.
Add more additional activities like the rock wall and zorb soccer.
Camp would be better if we were able to have more time at camp more than a week.
Nothing
Make the cabins colder during the day
I would change how the food is made.
I can't change anything.
The attitude of the people in the trading post. I got yelled at and they were very rude.
Joseph was always willing to help out.
Yes, Alyssa Mcullough
N/A
Longer her
Nothing
More activities
Give more people schedules
No
More free time to talk to friends
Wake up later
- Example the buddy system to death until it is dead. At least for 13+ year olds or travelling within camps (to bathrooms from tents, etc)
- Nothing
- Nothing
- Water heater in redwood for the shower
- Nothing
- Buddy gifts
- As a football tourny coordinator I would love a radio
- More crafts to do
- The bathrooms/showers could be updated
- The bacon
- Less family time
- The packing up
- Bring back taco eating contest
- Turning down the music at the dance and playing music that the younger campers enjoy as well, especially towards the end.
- I would change to have a big schedule that is easy to change if there are schedule problems.
- A bigger space to eat
- Beds
- Encourage more people to dance
- Better beds
- Follow through with the schedule, not make assumptions about campies
- No weirdness
- Nothing needs to be changed
- Keeping red fun for the whole time
- How the schedule works
- Nicer bathrooms
- Nothing
- Little fixing the schedule
- Consistency and youth directors following through on promises
- Having an ice cream stand.
- Being able to sit wherever you want when in the amphitheater.
- Not using the buddy system
- Making it longer
- Better set up for BP. Things were hard to find
- People don't get triggered all the time
- Taco eating contest, Pranks
- Less reer
- Heaters in the showers
- Same amount of family time, but in smaller chunks of time and more throughout the day.
- Maybe we could make campers choice longer
- More people
- I don't know
- Warmer showers
- I would make it so the youth staff age is 12. Also I would choose the grate thing for youth staff.
- Have the youth respect each other. More clovers too
- More respect to the campers/staffers from the directors
- Nothing
- Have more freedom and not have such a tight schedule.
- More skits
- Nothing
- Mosquito traps
- Warm water in the showers all the time
- Less rules and less strict
- N/A
- 2 volleyball courts
- Person from your camp in your family
- I wish campers were more involved in campfire activities: like marriages and not just staff members.
- Give schedules out
- Having time daily for the cleaning of the cabins. Having campers more involved with campfire.
- Nothing
- I would have it be a place where more people could be welcomed.
- More accurate schedule
- Put schedules up in Arts and Crafts
- Make it a little longer
- The buddy system, dance playlist
- N/A
- Less singing and other stuff
- Have girls take showers one day and boys the next day
- Family time split up more, some family time on friday
- Better volleyball arrangement
- Make it less "parenty" - its supposed to be fun and a little bit loose, not like school
- Lights in the boys bathroom
- Also Serena Myjer staff and campers should make more of an effort to include others and younger kids instead of playing, dancing, hanging out with their friend group. Be more inviting.
- Nothing
- Have a little less family time, more campers choice
- Longer
- More clean
- Taco eating contest back and more ways to earn rec points
- Nothing.
- More crafts
- More creative rec time, better cabing for the little girls and less complaining at staff meetings
- Warm showers in redwood cabin and for the dance parts let 9, 10, 11 year old's stay up to 12:00 in Redwood because we can hear the music.
- Closer to my house
- More downtime for staff
- I would make family times shorter and more spread out
- I would change the lunch hike. The steep uphill walk was too much for my ankles maybe choose a different trail.
- Make it so people can't age out/have camp be forever
- More interaction encouraged at breakfast, lunch and dinner
- Having more people in a cabin
- Nothing
- More kids
- Nothing
- If I could change one thing about camp it would be to make it a day or two longer.
- If my cabin was closer to lunch area
- More workshops.
- Shooting sports
- Making sure the people in charge know when to be aggressive and when not to be.
- Going back shooting sports
- If it was longer.
- I would get ride of the spiders.
- More people.
- More archery and guns
- More campers
- To have more activities
- Getting more guns involved and having wood turning that's my favorite!
- Electricity in the cabins!!
- Nothing
- Workshops
- No hills
- Let us sleep longer!!!
- Cabin
- No hills
- The cabins nicer
- Everything
- Make archery available at open session
- Nothing
- nothing
- I'm not sure
- nothing
- more interesting people
- everything
- not as many roles
- the adults don't treat you like baddy's
- the rules
- nothing
- i don't know
- less hills
- no evening activities
- not as many rules
- nothing
- nothing
- more trust in the members
- sleep in later
- to make cabing better like wall need walls
- i would add swimming
- to change that everyone has to do everything to you choose what you want to do
- more options for workshops
- to be more included in camp
- the CITs do more than counselors hour
- more help
- make more time for sleep
- nothing
- i would change nothing
- put fans in cabin
- not get such cranky kings and queens
- i think that everything should be left the way they are
- being able to go to the pool
- adding a/c in the cabins, not having sandwiches so much
- more themed
- make rest time more fun
- more freetime
- having on AC in the cabins
- put friends together in the cabins if they ask
- more friends
- that there should be no bug bites
- making it longer
- having friends be nicer by them talking about their emotions
- air conditioning
- theres nothing i would change
- the beds
- shorten the time needed for team activities
- if i had to than more hikes
- staff dynamics and better training
- criticism from the adults that is more constructive than demeaning
- having more field activities
- the younger staff need more guidance
- bringing electronics
- i would like to sleep in
- i would change how executive staff doesn't interact with the kids, I would also add more natural activities that where not noticeably educational
- i would make it longer
- beds
- more safe to walk
- the food
- add some new campfire songs
- better supervisor
- being in the same cabin or team as my friends
- having the cabin and team recommendations guaranteed
- not as much singing
- the rules because they are so strict
- having the pool be open and more places for archery. also, having the cabins closer to the ground,. Less people spraining their ankle
- more time to sleep
- the fact that counselors shouldn't leave when they are 19
- nothing
- put locks on the doors in the cabins
- nothing
- no incidents like robbery
- make the beds more comfortable
- i would not change anything about camp. Everyone was really nice and welcoming
- make the beds comfortable
- the bugs no more
- that we would play better music and lock our cabins
- nothing
- If I could change one thing personal about camp, it would be my counselor. I think having a different would have made my life in camp more enjoyable.
- nothing
- it being colder during the day (air conditioner or fans in cabin)
- nothing
- the pool
- nothing
- more time where an activity is not forced on me
- the cabins are so hot
- less chaperones that are adults because they are paranoid and annoying even when the campers are being good
- staffers & camper interaction
– maybe air conditioning in cabins and in rest time we can go to other cabins
– Having staff more focused on their job of helping campers and executive staff
– no dangerous animals
– Making sure you have back up when the pool breaks down and let us go to heart rock every day!
– More time to just talk to your friends. No field time! 0 FIELD TIME!
– If I could change one thing about camp is if the cabins din't have cobwebs in the corners or the showers didn't have alive bugs in there. Otherwise everything here is fine and fun!
– more food
– MORE FOOD
– To make more desserts
– Some complicated things, but it's fine to just not say.
– I would make another court but for only dogdeball
– a little bit more of a safer edvierment
– pads during zorb soccer
– The cabin placing because my cabin is in the sun.
– I would make sure that staffers would put more effort in the control and care of campers to gain a better experience for both.
– I would make more artsie and crafty activities, make some of the songs PG or G, because they're inappropriate.
– making rest time longer!
– Make a better way to heart rock lake and make things safer.
– I would not force cubs to go to sleep early
– pool.
– Executive directors including regular staff campers in things
– If I could change one thing it would be the way we are waken up by others with loud noises.
– more food
– allowed to go to bed earlier
– staff party
– More time at camp
– I would change nothing.
– rules and make them be enforced and not ignored ex. cussing
– More hikes
– nothing ha!
– To be honest and help the first year staffers. Also to get kids into be at a normal time.
– More rest.
– BETTER WATER
– One thing I would change would be make everyone feel like they are at home.
– get more space for archery
– Quality of Food
– wake up later (9:00), group hikes during free time.
– making it longer
– Nothing.
- Being able to be staff at 13
- Take nice kids, not mean.
- Having more bear activities
- more time to do what you want.
- If I could change one thing I would change helping out because I did a little too much. Maybe helping out less
- letting 11 year olds go on the night hike.
- More order in cabins.
- Nothing
- Less strictness but still control
- I would try to make camp a better place.
- More art
- bathroom
- Near my cabin, there was a lot of cursing. I'd change that. Oh, also remind me to take a shower and brush my teeth. That's all!
- to be longer!!!!!!
- funner activity
- less spierds
- the cabins having an AC when its hot at night
- no spiders, scorpions, bugs, and raccoons
- we could do more things
- bathrooms
- Everse cit was fretam except for lah,denr, and rectes
- more days at camps
- the kids have a real camp fire
- maybe be aloud to choose your cabin counselor and more free time (twice a day) and more outdoors time and team competitions and let friends be in cabins with each other and change the time camp begins so it doesn't mess with peoples school
- more days at camp
- Air conditioning in the cabins
- cloce the caden's in and put doors in
- To have more time to rest, or to not wake up as early.
- playing soccer
- More Fans and cooler temperatures in cabins
- no competition
- NO TEAM VIDEO
- bathrooms
- Better planned
- bathroom
- more time to stay at camp abot 2 weeks is fine
- get more equipment
- Nothing!
- make camp longer
- I would try to be less shy.
- the bathrooms
- Buy more pairs of crutches.
- nothing
- I would add more free time and more things to do at freetime
- the toilets
- nothing
- The food, air conditioning, and rules
- bathrooms
- if I change one thing about camp is field activity
- flushing toilets
- get better bathrooms
- If the schedule changed so my friends from San Diego could come (move camp a week forward into summer break)
- More free time, sleep, and less rest time.
- not being so boring
- more crafts
- More instruction on when to be quiet because a lot of people were out of the cabin being loud at night
- just a little bit more activities
- More notice by team meetings
- nothing
- nothing, love it just the way it is
- more cabin time
- no scorpions, no skunks
- not having Chloe Minard, she is rude
- Being able to save snacks and/or convert them to drinks for later
- blue group needs to lose
- To choose who your in a cabin with.
- blue group needs to lose one time
- Instead of 1 week I would like two weeks.
- bathrooms
- Make it longer
- bunks having sides
- nothing
- know some more people
- nothing
- the toilets
- I would change drama I would tell everyone that you don't need a date to the dance
- Have more time with our tribes
- having archery
- that the bathrooms would be more sanitary
- have more group/whole camp activities
- no mosquitos
- make the bunks safer, take out nails and use one pieces of playwood
- Staff who follow instructions
- my group winning
- Truthfully nothing for me it was the best week ever
- the cabins
- It would be to include a staff based competition, for camper entertainment.
- less group activities
- nothing
- Make it 2 instead of 1 weeks/ plus more entertaining capture the flag!
- nothing
- no mosquitos
- boy side better
- no groups
- Divin lake whenever we want to
- having a fire at campfire
- blue group winning
- fans in the bunks
- more food at lunch
- less drama
- no bugs
- less boy/girls drama and become a counselor
- the lines because we all push push people and I think we could do one boy line and girl line
- nothing
- more staff bonding
- I'm not sure
- not as long sessions, some get boring
- that I was not sick and an exhausted prior to attending, but it is okay
- slightly more inclusion of left out people
- to not have Johnny follow me
- having my space from Johnny, including campers in more and focusing on them than the staff
- nothing
- I would change the mosquitos and have more konuing time
- less eggs
- One thing I would change is have Free time be what is sounds like
- I wode
- Bigger decks would make it better because I kept getting woken up by being bumped into.
- We would be able to swim more
- Calling the people to get rid of the mosquitos
- Maybe some way to get rid of mosquitos.
- better bathroom doors
- Buddies
- do more Art.
- Having more freetime.
- bring archery back, add fishing
- Buddys (in the day)
- More water balloons in the fight
- nothing but let Benjamin Sharp be a staff
- I would get rid of mosquito's.
- More nature-related activities
- Not really anything.
- mosquitos
- You don't have to take buddy's to the Bathrooms
- stuff
- Less eggs for breakfast since we had a course everyday
- Nothing, it's alread Awesome!
- Better capture the flag & more water
- Not waiting that long for food
- I think one thing that would make camp a lot better is to not be so cheap to not even have rooves on the bunes! I got like 20 bites at night!
- If the would sprea for miscelos.
- simming
- more water time
- more activities and more snack times
- cabin beation
- better bathroom & maybe swap the ages' of cabins because we were at the very highest point & we all had some sort of bone/muscle issue/condition
- The three sinks in the cleaning area. In the diagram(on the hard copy), the water is shown that it flows through each sink into, a SINGLE PIPE! if that circled area gets clogged, it's almost impossible to unclog it. Also, the boathouse + bathrooms+platforms are very rickity, & need a new paint job
- Our tribe really didn't get to swimm in the water I think there should be 3 tribes go at a time for 30 min. and swimm. Also the bathrooms were small. We should also have more (new) free time activities, and more spots for swimming when it's lights out many people still talk so I think cabin leaders clarify that.
- help animals live!
- I like it all
- If we could swim more.
- a waterslide into the lake
- I would make it so every tribe wins!
- N/A
- less negativity
- Camp is good
- Solitary confinement
- More free time and just being able to do different things.
- 2 weeks
- Redo the bathrooms completely to make them cleaner, and also always have enough propane for hot water in the morning
- I wish we could find a leader for archery.
- Better use of Rec time. Loved the games, but having new events every year would rock.
- No Rec Director position
- if someone does not pass the swimming test. They should get another chance later in the week.
- I would want the showers to always have hot water
- Let someone with more experience lead a tribe or have the others in cabin be a lot more quiet during cabin an barefoot time
- and better capture the flag. find a archer
- Having more opportunities to eat
- I'm not sure
- not to get sick
- I would bring back the Camp DJ position
- nothing
- other than more rest time, nothing
- rest
- nothing, everything was good
- most just staff stuff
- nothing in the world
- nothing
- 925 inclusive
- nothing
- better bathrooms
- less stress on staffers about some things
- a little less staff
- it's amazing how it is
- let campers take showers when wanted
- nothing
- the bugs
- the bugs
- no powder eggs
- nothing
- choosing what you want
- being able to wear flip flops
- being able to wear open toed shoes and able to run
- making campers get favor pops for more things
- where we sleep
- give rest time
- more sessions
- waking up a little later maybe
- making bathroom stalls higher
I don't know
do new games
nothing
if the campers are old enough to be staffers, they should be able to participate in staff activities
less tribe meetings
less mosquitoes, more bug spray because I forgot some
people not to talk after lights out
I wouldn't change anything
nothing, it's a lot of fun
everything is perfect
I don't know
idk
not being so segregated with our tribes
nothing
more free time
nothing
nothing
nothing
nothing
can't think of anything at the moment to change
I would not change anything
making a waterslide at the pool
having an indoor eating area so there not as much yellow jackets
you don't have to wake up at 7am
nothing! camp is great
nothing
let the campers wake up at least at 8:00
table dismissing faster
I would like if the campfire was longer
shorter food lines
food
more campfire
choosing your own tribes
better food
faster flag raising and lowering
going to the bathroom in girls camp
nothing
open toed shoes
nothing
KP, sanitation
KP
a lot of things
- candy
- I don't know
- mosquitoes nets around dining hall
- not having Jenny attend because she made several of my friends feel bad and cry.
- go to sleep way earlier
- having the decision to do sessions/ tribe meetings. maybe
- having Grant A. not throw up because I miss him
- nothing
- I don't want to change anything
- later wake up times
- being able to swim when we have free time
- I would change some of the activities doing things everybody likes and knows how to do
- the mosquitoes
- if we could figure out a way in the future years to make camp two weeks long
- make it longer
- no rules!!
- get rid of mosquitoes or move the dance to a different time and place
- capture the flag could have been better
- build cabins with windows and doors and walls with shower and bathroom to not get mosquito bite and kids not being scared of bears coming on to the deck
- make better rules for capture the flag
- make better or more food
- more outdoor activities etc. horseback riding
- make it two separate weeks with new kids in each week, but staff staying over the weekend
- go with people I like
- giving staffers a say in which other staffers are in the tribe
- make it shorter (get here on Monday)
- archery
- my tribe
- more food
- nothing
- longer
- have joined tribe times with other tribes
- mosquitoes and more organized events
- giving every staff a walki talki so there are no miscommunications
- the choice to stay in the cabin instead of playing the same games
- more swimming
- go hiking in the woods
- I would take out all the mosquitoes but that won't happen, so probably cleaner showers, we do a terrible job at latrine duty
- Nothing maybe something IDK
- More staffers!
- We need more staffers
- I'd want Richy Benson to be there.
- more staff
- -Staffers - Organization - Organization - Organization!!!
- This year we were short on staff and a lot of things felt more stressful for example only 3 staffers on Entertainment night. We could use more hands for a lot.
- make it longer!
- More Staffers
- MORE STAFFERS
- I would want more staff so the work load would be less.
- maybe slightly more staffers, like 2 or 3
- switching short courses
- More staffers. Set up an clean up is hard with only a few. More staffers would be really nice.
- Allow people who work directly with Napa's camp choose new staffers.
- More options for lactose intolerant peoples.
- More staff
- I would add at least 4+ staff to help lessen the pressure on the staff.
- Better funding
- more staffers to help + allowing more campers into camp
- I would have more staffers because we are under staffed.
- More activities during free time
- This year we had a shortage of staffers, so more staff may make up camp run smoother
- Make camp longer than a week
- I think that we could use more staff, the week has been hectic
- Having better staffer counciler relationships. Having more staff.
- Make it longer, more staffers would also help a lot.
- The amount of staff. I feel it should be increased.
- More staff- my short course(Arts and Crafts) was short staffed and one counselor was doing the work of a staffer, which wasn't fair to her( and meant we had one less person to supervise)
- making it longer
- Nothing
- Add more choice to the activities.
- do be able to backflip of the diving board
- I like just how it is.
- ...No Ideas
- No songs at flag!
- Less singing at flagpole
- Tribes and make it so you can sit wherever and you can choose your tribe.
- Make the tribes less competitive
- nothing
- re-build the bridge. It's at the point where it could break any second. LOL
- the songs that wake us up
- Better basketballs
- Voting on what we eat
- Choosing or voting on what we eat. or having more time after night activities to shower.
- waking up later, dress code (AKA leggings)
- I'm not really sure, morning songs less annoying probably
- food
- nothing
- I would be a staffer.
- Less swearing from youths!!!!
- baseball
- No girl drama & letting campers have more freedom
- NOTHING
- ???
- Nothing! It's perfect!
- I would want to become a staffer!
- getting churros
- I liked everything about it, it's perfect but I think being a staffer next year would be amazing!
- staffer are able to move
- better music and food
- Have more arts and crafts and have more churros.
- LONGER SWIMMING
- I would change the connection the staff has with campers. I feel like by the end of camp you should be sad that you will not see them for another year. Because the staff usually just hangs out with their friends
- better tables
- Climate controlled bunks and another week or two
- The food
- The staff being more excited to be here I felt like they hated it here
- tone it down on the singing a little.
- Nothing, I like things as it is.
- Not being able to go to the bathroom
- more free time
- Have EX staffers visit more
- less dust and cooler weather
- I would not change anything about 4-H camp because to me, it is perfect the way it is now.
- More activities at free time.
- Not to be mean to others
- Improving bathroom
- making it longer
- Heat the pool
- The wake up time. It is too erly
- I would change the fact of having 2 snakes in the bank
- Being able to change tribes if you feel left out & want to be w/ friends.
- bring a pet
- more free time
- Harder to break name tag/ better kimanate
- More short courses.
- More free time
- I would make the night hike different every year.
- I would make the night walk scarier and different every year.
- make the staffers go to bed earlier, they can be loud or grumpy.
- Nothing, it was perfect.
- Staying up later and waking up @ 8:30 (camp time)
- I think having more freedom, changing activities and night hike every year
- The buncks
- The Age Limit.
- no chores
- soda and candy
- Nothing, I love camp.
- Nothing
- Nothing
- less time spent sitting in the banks.
- Nothing!
- SODA
- less bugs
- You can contact your family more often
- Meal times/camp time
- Nothing its perfect
- I don't think I would change anything.
- have a little less singing
- More fun songs
- Nothing but more staffers and short courses
- More activities, some are ziplining and playing more sports. More staffers and councilers
- Nothing it was all the best.
- More people can become staffers (more staff)
- add heated pool & disuiss so I could beat everyone
- heat the pool
- ? + nothing
- more tazz
- more food + sleep
- camp is good, I would try and prevent bug attacks
- I can't think of anything
- we need better timing when we clean up
- I don't know
- more night hike
- get rid of tanner
- Going to bed later!!
- less wasps
- ?
- I wouldn't change camp because its so amazing
- longer free time
- more sleeping
- The night hike
- More activities
- If I could'v been a staffer I would've been able to help more with younger kids.
- bee attacks
- nothing
- Burn all of the wasp!
- Sleeping in more
- Have something over the bunks so we don't get pooped on.
- No clean camp
- The way meals are handled. The people at the end get colder food, and less time to rest and play
- having more space at the bucks
- Better aid and training in our individual jobs
- BATHROOMS
- more stories on hikes/history
- make it longer
- Longer freetime.
- bathroom
- No wasps
- make more space in girls camp
- longer freetime
- To have breakfast as soon as I get up
- I would upgrade the craft shack
- The food it was good most of the time but not good others.
- bathrooms
- make things less controlled
- They should fix the counsler camper time
- Less waiting by flagpole
- Chaperone games/Educations
- inspiration
- night hike
- sleeping in tents
- Give ideas to campers about what to do the talent show.
- Don't have one thing
- Making the night hike scarier.
- night hike make an age limit so you guys could make it scary
- Better night activities and later lights out.
- add a hot tude near the bathrooms by the pool
- No EDUCATION!
- I would make meals longer.
- Night hike
- That could make more chose for me
- less songs
- Nothing
- the talk Box
- Nothing
- make Rest time free time.
- Having a lake
- hot tub
- more help for tribe leaders.
- a lot a lot more Freetime
- I don't know
- I don't know
- some of the food
- Less time at flag pole.
- Inspiration the camps songs(less) not as boring sometimes
- a Bigger crop sack
- Not be overnight
- educations, and make them more fun
- don't really like tribe teepees, seem unnecessary
- more time
- My Job
- Inspiration is basically waiting for breakfast and its basically singing at the flagpole expect you aren't at the flagpole
- bring back marriage
- more sleep
- staffers a busting their kp/tp power
- Marriages, no dating game
- Longer than 1 week
- Nothing
- Soter rest longer free time
- I would change the bathrooms.
- Not needing adults to take you everywhere.
- More time to take shower
- Go back to the old days
- Hosres need more sleep
- More fun activities?
- Tribe Teepees were good, but it was hard to get everyone’s attention
- N/A
- the musckeatos
- more free-time
- Remove these stupid misquitos
- not sure
- Just the wait for food
- not so many bee's
- nothing
- choose pairs to be in tribes with
- I don't know
- The scare hike I wish there wernt so many people
- The schedule time for showering, I would like to take a shower before bed.
- Make the night hike scarier.
- If I could change one thing, I would have either separate camps for trans+ non-binary people, or change the names of girls camp and boys camp so we wouldn't be forced to misgender ourselves all the time.
- having everything be candy
- The jello not being hard.
- milkshakes, make everything candy
- being able to pick your tribe
- more educations time
- getting to sleep till 8:00am
- longing sleeping time
- change up the 4th of July Just a little
- Different shower times
- real fireworks
- Better night hike and 4th of July
- If I could change one thing about camp, I would make it so not everything was a competition, because I am not very confident in myself.
- 2 freetimes
- scarier night hike
- more sleep.
- sleepin more
- Not as watery jello
- ?
- no jello
- make the jello better
- snacks
- better night hike
- 4th of July
- jello, wasp, yellow jacket bees
- cut back bushes or branches that hang over paths, try and get rid of wasps and bees.
- scare hike scarier
- ? more sleep.
- the wake up part as camp. Times staffers working
- no flag pole
- make the educations more interactive
- better night hike
- less trees
- inspiration
- night hike
- inspiration
- no yellow jackets!
- cool things for night hike
- no roofs
- IDK
- inspiration
- no flag pole
- add happiness
- To hang out with my friends
- Don't know
- the bunks, I would change the boards and make them more even
- better song leaders
- less hills
- not too many days
- having more food choices
- nothing
- longer rest time, the heat
- tribe meetings
- enthusiasm
- being able to spend more time at camp
- nothing
- more staff training weekends, however have some specifically for team bonding
- more help in kitchen/KP
- the food wasn't that good this year and we need to plan the scare hike earlier
- more campers
- meal time
- more tots
- communication
- bring Jordan back and no Beth
- nothing
- nothing
- better leadership
- more people
- do more educations like water coloring, bird watching, etc
- more campers
- nothing
- more campers
- nothing
- less time at flag pole
- better night hike
- bring Jordan back
- how we excuse for food
- more free time
- longer activities
- I like the camp the way it is
- more water games
- less nights
- having more games
- dinosaurs
- stop separating cabins who want to be together
- more responsible counselors
- I think we should be able to prank
- nap time
- nap time bro!
- napping
- give more free time to the campers
- more campers
- N/A
- I would not change a thing about camp I like it how it is
- I would recruit more campers and pre-screen counselors to make it selective
- N/A
- more swimming
- more pranking
- that we have more cabin time
- nothing
- nothing
- more free time and having dairy free desserts
- pranks allowed
- nothing it was a great camp
- later wake up call
- allowed to prank
- not as hot here
- more pranking
- no pranks
- better cabins
- nothing, I can't think of making anything change.
- add more cabin time and more swimming time
- make it longer
- more free time
- make a chery longer
- more WIFI
- the jacks
- I would give the girls a shorter walk
- new camp like last year
- A/C
- get better food and drinks
- ?
- no it all good
- not walking so far to the girls cabin
- better dorms for girls
- more counselors
- the cabin cleaner
- more hiking
- more free time
- a shorter walk from the girls
- Air conditioning in the cabins
- flash light tag
- moving camps where there are less bugs
- the lodge being so far from everything
- the dorms
- NA
- location
- nothing, it was awesome
- muhammed giving me more piggy back rides
- Muhammed giving me more piggy back rides
- not having fans in the room, bat AC
- the showers, the showers are dirty and it's not hard for people to see my privates
- More Saurls
- more squirls
- idk